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T em per at ur e D ependence of R eact i on R at e
Everyday experience already demonstrates that an increase in
temperature nearly always accelerates a reaction. For example,
on a hot day food perishes much faster outside a refrigerator
than inside.
Experiment: Accelerated decolourisation of a
solution of potassium permanganate by oxalic
acid caused by heating
Rule of thumb:
Doubling of the reaction rate for every 10 degrees
Celsius increase in temperature
Influence of temperature quantitatively considered by the rate
constant k(T):
Svante ARRHENIUS: The reaction constant of almost all
reactions depends exponentially on the reciprocal (absolute)
temperature:

Thermodynamics is generally considered a difficult field
of

science

not

only

by

students.

Its

historical

development has resulted in a unique structure which is
generally incompatible with those of other physical and
chemical

sciences

thereby

making

an

intuitive

understanding difficult.
It seems that especially one of the most important
quantities is difficult to grasp: the chemical potential µ.
But in fact, this central quantity is compatible with an
average person´s perception. Therefore, as a fast and
easy

way,

without

apparatus,

the

the

frightening

quantity

phenomenological

definition

is

mathematical

introduced

and

direct

by

a

measuring

procedure, in the same way as the basic quantities length,
time or weight. The chemical potential has a key position

k(T) = AeB/T

in dealing with chemical problems and starting from this

The equation is very important because it results in the
fundamental idea that the structural rearrangement of the atoms
from the reactants to the products proceeds through an
activated state. The formation of this state requires a certain
minimum energy, the so-called (ARRHENIUS) activation energy
EA of the reaction:

central quantity, it is possible to explore many different

k (T ) = k¥e - E A / RT

k¥: frequency factor

The ARRHENIUS equation was the origin of the two most
important approaches to the calculation of reaction rates, the
collision theory and the transition state theory.

C at al y s i s
Definition: acceleration of a chemical reaction by means of
small amounts of a substance, called catalyst, that itself is not
consumed by the overall reaction
We can differentiate between
• homogeneous catalysis: catalyst in the same phase as the
reaction mixture
• heterogeneous catalysis: catalyst in a different phase from
the reaction mixture
• enzymatic (or microheterogeneous) catalysis
Experiment: Decomposition of hydrogen
peroxide by various catalysts
By contrast, inhibitors decrease the rate of a
catalyzed reaction or sometimes they even stop
the reaction completely.
Experiment: Inhibition of enzyme catalase by
2+
Hg ions

fields like kinetics up to quantum statistics.
Some of these fields will be presented in the symposium
“Chemical Potential - a Quantity in Search of Recognition”
during session 10 on Friday morning and in an additional
poster (”An Elementary Approach to Quantum Statistical
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Mechanism
A catalyst generally reacts with one or more reactants to form a
chemical intermediate that subsequently reacts to the product,
thereby regenerating the catalyst. The following is a typical
scheme for a simple chemical reaction
A+BVP

Problems”).

where K represents the catalyst:
K + A V KA,
KA + B W K + P.

Transition State Theory
Subdivision of a single-stage reaction into smaller steps, i.e.
formation of a “transition complex,” in which the rearrangement
of all atoms involved takes place and which shows a defined
composition
Theoretical treatment as „transition substance“ (‡) with very
short life time and very small concentration
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But why can the addition of a catalyst (that results in an
alternative reaction mechanism) accelerate a reaction?
The rate constant of the uncatalyzed reaction that proceeds via
a transition state complex
is only determined by the potential barrier Ä ‡ ì .
The increased formation and decomposition rate of the intermediate KA
can only be explained by lower
potential barriers:
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K + A W ‡´ W KA
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KA + B W ‡´´ W K + P
Rate ù of the reaction determined by
• amount n‡ (or concentration c‡) present at the moment and
• life time ô‡ of the transition complex
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For a homogeneous environment we obtain
ù c‡
r= =
V ô‡

r: rate density

EYRING´s postulate: (fictitious) chemical equilibrium between
the transition substance and the reactants
Determination of the equilibrium concentration of the transition
substance by means of the mass action law:
c‡ / c Ï

Ï

K‡=

Rate of a general chemical reaction
íAA + íBB + ... T ...
given by the conversion rate ù
1 dni
ù=
í i dt

Ï

Lifetime of the transition state according to EYRING:

or in a homogeneous environment by the rate density r
ù 1 dci
r= =
V v i dt

kB: BOLTZMANN constant

Analytical description by the rate equation

Magnitude of ô‡ at room temperature:
ô‡ » 10
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r = k (T ) · cAa · cBb · ...

s
k: rate constant

Combination of c‡ and ô‡ yields the rate density:
kBT Ï
Ï c A cBC
r=
=
·K ‡ · c · Ï · Ï · ... = k · cA · cBC
ô‡
h
c c

The equilibrium constant represents the only quantity
characteristic for the specific reaction:
Ï
Ï

(
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Ï

Ï

)
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RT
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n = a + b + ...: reaction order

Influence on reaction rate also by

c‡

Application

B asi c P ri nci pl es of K i neti cs

cA cBC
c‡ = K ‡ · c · Ï · Ï
c c
Ï

(cA / c Ï ) · (cBC / c Ï )

h
ô‡ =
kBT

The presence of a catalyst influences the potential barrier but
not the potential gradient between the initial reactants and the
final products
Þ a catalyst cannot make a thermodynamically unfavourable
reaction possible and it has no effect on the chemical
equilibrium!

change in temperature

catalysis

The most common example in technical application is a solid
used as heterogenous catalyst: the catalyst provides a surface
on which the reaction can take place.
Experiment: Catalytic oxidation of acetone
surface as large as possible and therefore high
degree of dispersion of the catalyst desirable Þ
supported high-area catalyst
Experiment: Catalytic gas lighter
Mechanism: complex sequence of single steps
• diffusion of the reactants towards the surface
• adsorption at the catalyst surface
bonds within the reactant molecules are weakened or the
molecules are even fragmented
• surface reaction
• desorption of the products from the catalytic surface
• diffusing-away of the products
Differentiation of two basically different reaction types in the
case of bimolecular gas reactions

)
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Ä ‡ ì = ì ‡ - ì A - ì BC : potential barrier

LANGMUIR-HINSHELWOOD
mechanism

Ï

ì characterizes the basic values at standard concentration c .

A step-like potential barrier can
only be observed in the case of
the basic potentials and not in
that of the actual potentials!
(because of the assumed equilibrium)
The difference in the rate of
various reactions is solely
determined by the height of the
potential barrier (that includes
an energy as well as an entropy
term).

The direct introduction of the chemical
potential is part of a new didactic
concept of matterdynamics. As one
project of the Eduard-Job-Foundation
of Thermo- and Matterdynamics
founded in 2001 a textbook “Physical
Chemistry” for undergraduate students
is currently written
· that includes more than hundred simple but nevertheless impressive experiments and
· considers particularly the new concept. .

Example: LH mechanism dominant for the catalytic oxidation of
CO to CO2 in an exhaust gas catalytic converter by noble metal
catalysts dispersed as very small particles on high surface area
carriers
ELEY-RIDEAL
mechanism

Of utmost importance in life science, however, are enzymes,
biological catalysts with very high selectivity and specificity.
These compounds are protein molecules that contain an active
site (”lock and key” model).

